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Premise: The Penguins of Antarctica are having a race! Push your iceblock along the glacier, between 

the flags, and win! But watch out, the other teams have snowballs… 

Aim: To win, guide your iceblock between the flags on the map. The first to get three flags is the 

winner! 

Setup:  

Each team gets an iceblock token on the Main Board, a Player Card, three penguins, and lots of six-

sided dice (d6).  

Each player rolls a d6. The player that rolled lowest is the Boss Penguin - give them a marker to keep 

track (I use a d20, but a chess piece or other token would be fine).  

Starting with the Boss Penguin, place a token on the main board in a hex adjacent to the edge to 

show where your team’s iceblock is starting. Then place one flag token on the Main board. Flag 

tokens should be at least two spaces away from the walls (the edges of the map), and more than six 

spaces from a flag of another colour. If placing the second flag of a colour, it must have a gap of 

exactly three spaces between it and the other flag of that colour. Once the Boss Penguin has placed, 

the player on their left does the same. Setup continues around the table until all six flag tokens have 

been placed. 

Player Card: 

The player card has four boxes for Penguins – THROW, READY, KO, and PUSH.  



The player card also has a MOVE box for dice (d6) that show the direction and speed the iceblock is 

moving. Don’t use the dice in the MOVE box for other things. Dice are only removed from this box 

when another dice with an opposing number is added. 

Main Board: 

The Main Board is a series of hexagon shaped spaces. Each side of the hexagon is marked with a 

number, 1 to 6. The iceblocks slide around the board in the direction the penguins have pushed it. 

Because they are on ice, the iceblocks keep on sliding until the penguins push them the other way or 

they hit something. 

The Turn is divided into Action and Sliding phases. 

Action Phase 

Starting with the Boss Penguin, and moving to their left, take one penguin from your READY box and 

place it either in the PUSH or THROW box.  

If a penguin in placed in the THROW box, choose another player to be hit by a snowball. That player 

takes a penguin from their READY box and puts it in their KO’d box. 

For Example: Kim puts a penguin in their THROW box. Kim chooses to throw a snowball at Jan. Jan 

must take one of their penguins from the READY box and place it in the KO’d box. 

If a penguin is placed in the PUSH box, the player puts a d6 with any number displayed in the MOVE 

box at the top of their player card.  

For Example: Jan places a penguin in the PUSH area. Jan places a d6 showing the number “2” in the 

MOVE box at the top of their card. The penguin will push the iceblock one space in the direction of 

“2”. 

Once a player has no penguins in their READY box they pass their turn.  

Once all the players have passed take your penguins from PUSH, THROW, and KO’d and return them 

to the READY box. 

The player with the Boss Penguin token passes it to the player on their left. That player is now the 

Boss Penguin. 

Procced to the Sliding phase. 

 

Sliding Phase 

Starting with the Boss Penguin, look at the dice in your MOVE box. This shows the directions the 

iceblock has been pushed and where it will end up this turn.  

Remove any opposing number pairs from the box. Opposing Numbers are on opposite sides of the 

hexagon (different by 3). So 1 and 4; 2 and 5; 3 and 6 are opposite. If a move box has opposing 

numbers remove the pairs of opposing numbers until there are none left. 

For Example: Kim’s move box has 1, 1, 2, 5, 6, 6. 2 and 5 are opposing numbers, so are removed. 

Kim’s move box now has 1, 1, 6, 6. 



Jan’s move box has 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 2 and 5 are opposing numbers, so one 2 and one 5 are removed. 3 

and 6 are opposing numbers, so 3 and 6 are removed. Jan’s move box now has 2, 4. 

After removing any opposing numbers determine where the iceblock will end its move by pointing 

and counting. For each d6 count a space in that direction. After all the d6 have been counted, you 

will have the final location of the iceblock. A straight line between the starting space and the final 

space is the actual path the iceblock will travel. 

 

For Example: Jan’s iceblock has two 2s and two 4s in the MOVE box. No matter the order these dice 

are counted, the final location and actual path will be the same. 

Bumping 

If the actual path of an iceblock passes over the space occupied by another iceblock, obstacle, or 

walls then there will be a BUMP. Move the iceblock along the “actual path” until it is next to the 

obstacle that was bumped. If there are two possible spaces, roll a d6 to decide which it is in. 

If an iceblock hits a wall or obstacle move it one space away and remove all dice from the Move box. 

If two iceblocks bump, move both 1 space directly away from each other. Then take HALF (rounded 

down) of the MOVE dice from each iceblock. Take the remaining dice, roll them, and replace them in 

the MOVE box. 

 

For Example: Jan is moving 1, 1, 1, 3. The actual path will cause a BUMP with Kim. Jan moves to the 

space next to Kim. Both Iceblocks are moved 1 space directly away from each other. 

Jan has four dice in their MOVE box, so removes two and rolls the other two, getting 4 and 2. These 

dice are placed in Jan’s Move box. 

Kim had five dice in their MOVE box, so removes 2 (half rounded down) and rolls the other three, 

getting 1,1,5. These are placed in Kim’s move box. 



If Kim has not yet moved, another BUMP could be caused by their turn. 

 

Once all players have finished SLIDING, check to see if anyone has won the game. If not, return to 

the Action Phase. 

 

SCORING:  

If an Iceblock slides between the flag poles of the same colour add a mark to the player card. If an 

iceblock has all the flags marked it has won the race. If two or more teams have all the flags marked 

in the same turn, the iceblock with the most dice in its MOVE box is the winner. If a still a tie, the 

younger player wins. 

 

 

Advantage Rules: 

If playing with a younger (or much older) player, consider using one less penguin for the more 

advanced player.  

 

Alternatively, add a “crazy penguin” – whenever it pushes, it does so in a random direction – roll a 

d6 and add it to your move box. 

 

Solo Rules:  

If playing by yourself, your team are engaged in a series of “time trials”. 

Eliminate the section relating to THROW and only use two penguins to PUSH. Add in a “Crazy 

Penguin” as the third action of each turn. So, choose 2 dice to add to the MOVE box, and then roll a 

third and add it to the move box. 

Keep track of the number of turns it takes to score the three flags.  



  



  



  

 


